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Abstract
Wireless sensor network is a tremendous emerging technology provides communication services

for environmental monitoring and target tracking for mass public and military. With increasing of this smart
network popularity sensor network faced various challenges and threats. The inclusion of wireless sensor
nodes also incurs different types of security threats in network. Mostly networks are using shared key
approaches to make less communication overhead, but still network compromise with replay
impersonation and compromise attacks. The existing proposed schemes are not fully addressed other
network resources such as energy and speed, etc.  The intent of this paper is to provide a comprehensive
security requirement, detail about security attacks in network and discuss the existing security schemes.
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks is an emerging technology comprise with disperse small tiny

sensor nodes for sensing the environment for specific purpose. These tiny sensor devices
communicate with each other in specific geographic area for target tracking, environmental
monitoring and surveillance [1]. Recently, the WSNs bring significant advantages compared to
traditional communication technologies in every field of life for sense and monitor such as
healthcare, homeland security, transportation and military operations, etc. [2, 3]. In some
applications the data is more critical and security mechanisms are essential to ensure
confidentiality, authenticity and integrity. In wireless sensor networks the sensor nodes are
densely deployed and perform signal processing, computation to achieve robust and scalable
networks. The communication among the sensors is possible through wireless sensor
transceivers. These sensor nodes are combined with 8-bit processor with memory and with
small capacity of storing the data. Further these sensors gather the data and send to sink node
for further processing. However, complex and harsh environment pose great challenges to
ensure the reliability of WSN communication. Basically the main challenge for employing and
security scheme is created through the sensors size, processing power, memory and type of
task. To overcome these security issues different techniques have been implemented such as
cryptography, steganography, etc.

In this paper, we discuss the security challenges and issues for wireless sensor
networks and explore some decisive parameters that need widespread investigations.

2. Security Requirements
The wireless sensor network has unique characteristics and need some security

requirements. The message authentication is important and required for many applications in
sensor network for administrative responsibilities such as network controlling and
reprogramming sensor node duty cycle. In network, the adversary simply inject messages and
receiver need to make confident that data used for decision making process creates from
source [4]. The data authentication avoids illegal parties from participating in the network along
with genuine sensor nodes should be capable to detect messages from unauthorized nodes.
The second security requirement is integrity, where data integrity sure that the received data is
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not effected and transit to attacker. Data confidentiality refers to hide the data from unauthorized
parties. Normally for data confidentiality encryption the data with secret key is used for secure
network. The encryption techniques are more costly and strict limitations in wireless sensor
network. These techniques consume additional energy and computational resources in network.
If data integrity and confidentiality are assured, the sensor network need freshness of each
message. The data freshness refer to ensure that data is recent and not replayed old messages
through timestamp added in packet.

3. Security Threats in Wireless Sensor Networks
In wireless sensor networks, broadly the security attacks are categorized into two

levels: attacks against security mechanism and attacks against routing mechanism. In this
section, we discuss these stacks in detail.

The first attack is denial of service [5, 6], refer to unintentional failure of nodes and
exhaust the available resources through sending extra packets to legitimate the network. These
attacks are serious and critical threat for network and not only subvert, destroy and disrupt the
network, also for any event that diminishes a network capability. There are different types of
DoS attacks performed in wireless sensor network in different layers. The physical layer attacks
could be tampering and jamming the network and data link layer attacks collide and exhaust the
network. The network level attacks are performed for greed, neglect, misdirection and used for
black holing. The attacks related with transport layer are used for desynchronization and
malicious flooding. For prevent from these attacks, wireless network adopted strong
authentication and identification mechanism on payments.

Some attacks are related on information in transit, where sensors monitor changes of
specific parameters and report to sink according to the requirement [7]. During sending the
report the transmitted information is altered or spoofed. After the vulnerable network, any
attacker could be monitor the traffic flow, intercept and interrupt the data packets and insert
wrong information toward the sink node. Due to limited communication range and other
resources of sensors, attacker always attack with high processing power and communication
range for data modification in network.

Sybil attack is another attack in wireless sensor network, where these attacks degrade
the integrity of data, security and resource utilization. In many scenarios the sensors nodes
work together and use distribution of subtasks and redundancy of information. In these
scenarios, the single sensor node show the multiple identities in network and reduce
effectiveness of distributed resources, multipath routing, dispersity and topology maintenance
[8]. Most of the wireless ad hoc networks have been suffered from these attacks. To prevent
from these attacks, researchers have been proposed different routing strategies, which are
discussed in coming section.

Another types are blackhole and sinkhole attacks [9], where a malicious node attract the
traffic in network. This type is common in flooding based protocols, where attacker listen the
request for routes and replies to target nodes and contains the high quality or shortest path to
the base station. Whenever the malicious node is able to communicate and do anything in
network with other nodes, the whole network is affected. The hello flood attack uses hello or
beacon messages as a weapon to convince the sensor nodes in network [10]. In these attacks
the high transmission range is used with high processing powers in large area of sensor
networks. The sensor nodes are convinced about adversary in neighbors. Whenever the the
sending information forward to base station the victim node try to go through from attacker and
spoofed by the attacker.

One of the critical attack in wireless sensor network is wormhole attack [11]. In this type
of attack the attacker record the packets and tunnel to another location. The tunneling and
retransmitting of bits is a threating act because these attacks are performed at initial neighbor
discovering stage. The below Table 1 shows some popular attacks, level and their defensive
mechanism in wireless network.
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Table 1. Attacks level and their defensive mechanism
S/No Attack Level Defense mechanism

1 Denial of Services (Dos) Physical Encryption, Tamper Proofing, Priority Messages Hiding
2 Tampering Physical Hiding, Encryption
3 Jamming MAC Layer Level Error Correcting
4 Collision MAC Layer Level Codes
5 Sybil Network Identity certificates
6 Wormhole Network Probing, Redundancy, Authorization
7 Sink Hole Network Monitoring
8 Flooding Network Monitoring
9 Desynchronization Application Aggregate commit framework
10 Aggregation Application Aggregate commit framework

4. Feasible Security Schemes for Wireless Sensor Networks
The term security is refer to encompassing the features of integrity, authentication,

privacy and nonrepudiation, etc. Recently, the usage of wireless sensors in different
applications increase the risk of secure transmission over the network. To protect and secure
the network from different attacks in network, various types of approaches have been countered
[12]. In this section, we discuss these approaches in details.

The first approach is cryptography, where encryption and decryption approaches
formulated for traditional wired networks. These approaches are less suitable to implement in
wireless and particularly in wireless sensor scenarios. The wireless sensor networks are consist
with small size sensors with low battery power, less memory and processing capabilities [13,
14]. Encryption schemes need extra bits, transmission, memory and processing power. These
are significant resources for sensor longevity. Encryption schemes also suffered from packet
loss, jitter in wireless sensor networks. Further, the implementation of encryption schemes in
wireless sensor network arise various questions such as how the key are assigned, managed
and revoked, etc. Because sensor networks are unattended scenarios. There are different
techniques of key management have been proposed for providing the security mechanism by
confidentiality, authentication and integrity for secure the network. These techniques have many
advantages and disadvantages such as shared key take minimum resources but disadvantage
is single node reveal the secret key and allow decryption of all network traffic [15]. The public
key cryptography is used for data encryption and beyond computation resources of sensor
node. It is used only in the process of key distribution in WSNs. Another bootstrapping key is for
trusted base station, where the single key share with other nodes through base station. The
main disadvantage of this key is failure of base station because it is single point for sharing the
key. The key pre-distribution approach is used when the key information is implanted in sensor
node before deployment [16]. This is same like shared key, where capture one node lead to
compromise whole network. There is another key-redistribution protocol developed used
random set of keys assign to sensor node [8]. Every sensor node compute or discover the
common key with neighbors. These all authentication keys are used for secure the
communication in network.

Another term steganography is refer to hiding the existence of message while
cryptography hiding the content of message [17]. This is a practice for concealing message and
convert communication through embedding a message into image, sound and video, etc.
Steganography is used to hide the existence of covert channel and useful in sending the secret
data publically without sender information. Mostly this approach is applied in digital images by
changing the least bit and not easy detected with human eye. This approach is feasible for
redundant and error-tolerant communication. However, the wireless sensor networks security is
not directly related to steganography and processing the video and audio data with insufficient
resources.

Physical layer secure access is refer to provide security through frequency hopping in
network. This is based on dynamic combination of parameters such as hopping set, time
interval and sequence patterns with less processing, memory and energy consumption. The
significant point in secure access is efficient design for hopping order modified in less time
compared to required time for discovering, for employing source and destination must
synchronize with each other.

Wireless sensor networks security is in top priority worldwide for researchers and
development sectors. The sensor network has limited resources in terms of node size, density,
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unknown topology and high risk of security attacks to unattended sensors. In this section we
discuss the proposed security solutions for wireless sensor network.

Wireless sensor network has limited resources, unattended environment with unstable
channel conditions. The designing of reliable and stable routing protocols always a challenge to
improve the network efficiency.

Most of the security solutions are based on single-path routing, where source node
choose a single path toward the base station or sink node without satisfactory consideration of
traffic load, reliability and energy. In single path solutions the route discovery can be performed
with less computational complexity and resource utilization. The limited capacity of single path
highly decreases achievable network throughput [18, 19].

Geographical routing protocols with location information for sensor node are valuable
example for wireless senor network. The geographical information is used for estimate the
transmitted packets delay such as stateless protocol for end-to-end delay (SPEED) [20]. The
location information is determine through self-configuring localization and global positioning
systems [21]. These solutions are reliable because of their low overhead and minimum state
stored to forward data and flexible with topological changes. Further, these solutions save
bandwidth and energy due to discovering floods are not needed. The greedy approaches also
have been proposed for reliable links, where unreliable neighbors bypass during transmission
and only highest value of packet reception rate multiplied through distance [22, 23]. These
approaches are not feasible for real time applications because in each step of packet forwarding
sensors need to evaluate different metrics. These metrics increase the computation time and
end-to-end delay in network. The greedy approaches have another drawback is that the
transmission may fail in the presence of optimal path between source and sink node especially
in nosy environments. The proactive routing is another example for reliability. The DTRP [24]
was proposed to provide reliability through multi-path redundancy and scalability. The approach
is able to broadcast data packets to the air and reduce complexity of data link layer. On the
other hand these approaches are using more energy.

The multilayer approaches are proposed to provide security in layers of protocols stack
[25]. The one of the main disadvantage of these approaches is redundant security provisioning
in network. The redundant is refer to many protocol layers within the network stack capable for
providing security services to the same attack. It is a no adaptive security service in terms of
counterattacks approach in some protocol layer without guarantee security all the times. In
addition, the power inefficiency is not be addressed at any single layer in network stack.

Figure 1. Security in different levels

The wireless sensor network has its unique and different features such as small in size,
power constraints, etc. Key management area has been gain a wide attention in wireless sensor
area. The key establishment is done by various public key protocols. In this process the network
is safe from outside attacks through apply key infrastructure. These schemes are not so efficient
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because of non-resilience and not scalable. The wireless network composed with many tiny size
sensor nodes and automated devices. These sensors bind themselves for specific task in
environment such as monitoring. The group members communicate with each other and try to
establishes secure operations. However, this secure grouping mechanism is not intensive [26].
The encryption is another scheme for wireless network but these schemes insignificant due to
sensor node to eavesdrop or even add messages in network [27]. To address these issues the
different solutions have been proposed in shape of message authentication codes, encryption
approaches and symmetric and public keys.

Data aggregation schemes are used for defenseless networks against the denial of
services attacks. The data transferring is one of the significant trouble due to network overhead
and traffic. To address this problem the sensor node aggregates measurements toward the sink
node before sending the data. An adversary node can select or produce false report and
affecting the credibility of data. To solve these issues resilient functions are used to discover
and report about forged reports by authenticity of data [27].

There are many types of security protocols have been proposed to build a secure and
reliable network communication. These SPINS (security protocols for sensor network) build a
blocks and optimized the resources. These schemes offered many security properties in
network such as semantic security, data freshness, authentication, protection and low
communication overhead. Another lightweight package is TinySec included in sensor nodes.
This package provide authenticated encryption and only authentication [28].  The below Table 2
shows some proposed schemes for wireless sensor network.

Table 3. Security schemes for wireless sensor network
S/No Security Scheme Attack Deterred Description

1 Wormhole based [29] DoS (Jamming) This scheme use wormhole to avoid jamming in network.
2 TIK [11] Wormhole and data

spoofing
This scheme is based on symmetric cryptography and
need accurate time synchronization for all parties in
network.

3 TinySec [30] Message replay attack
and data spoofing

This scheme is for providing the data authenticity,
integrity and confidentiality in network.

4 REWARD [31] Blackhole Attack In this scheme the neighbor transmission is watching for
detection.

5 Random Key
Predistribution [32, 33]

Data spoofing, Attack on
transit information

It is protect the network even though some part of
network effected and also provide authentication.

6 In band Wormhole [34] DoS (Jaming) In this scheme an adversary make a link between two
regions by colluding network.

7 Nature Based Trust
Security [35]

Grayhole attack In this scheme the trust value is calculated to prevent
from grayhole attack.

5. Conclusion
Most of the security schemes in wireless sensor network are used to protect the

network from internal and external security attacks. To prevent from different attacks the
network need an efficient detection mechanism to ensure the holistic security in wireless sensor
network. Many different types of security approaches have been proposed for different levels
and based on network specific models. Still network need a combine effort or a common model
to ensure the security in network. There is a need to combine all the level security in
collaborative manner and still this phenomena is challenge for researchers. Wireless sensor
network has its own limitations and special features especially limited computational power and
energy. The future security scheme will be efficient in terms of cost and energy. This review will
help the researchers for design and prevent network from different attacks.
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